
In Memory of Don Willcox (1932-2018)

Transforming lives through the gift of mobility

Don Willcox, a longtime distribution partner of Free 

Wheelchair Mission in Thailand, passed away on July 24th, 

one day after celebrating his 86th birthday.

Born in the United States, Don was raised in Ontario, 

Canada and spent over half of his adult life abroad. He was 

an award-winning author on Scandinavian design, a guest 

teacher at several art & craft schools in the U.S., and a 

lecturer in Australia. He moved to Thailand in 1990.

The organization he co-founded, Foundation to Encourage, 

has been partnering with FWM since 2007, lifting nearly 

5,000 lives off the ground and into wheelchairs. He was 

more than just a distribution partner—Don was a close 

friend who consulted and brainstormed with FWM in a 

variety of ways, always bringing a unique perspective 

on serving people with disabilities in remote regions. His 

signature quote continues to inspire: “Never look down on 
anyone unless you are helping them up.”

Passionate, witty, and dedicated, Don Willcox was loved by 

many and will be missed dearly.

God Transformed Lives Because You Gave

freewheelchairmission.org/provide

Go online 24 hours a day for easy 
one-time or monthly giving.

Please send checks to:

Attn: Dept 921
Free Wheelchair Mission

PO Box 52001
Phoenix, AZ 85072-9615

800.733.0858

Call Monday to Friday
9:00 am to 5:00 pm PST

We Want to Hear From You!  Connect With Us Online and Hear More Stories From the Field.

@FreeWheelchairMission freewheelchairmission.org/stories@FWMission

Roberto is a survivor. A natural-born fighter, he has never given  
up hope in the face of trials and challenges—and he has endured  
more than a fair share of them over seventy-plus years of his 
hardscrabble life.

Resilience is a prevalent, perhaps vital, trait among the people of 
Nicaragua. Decades of dictatorships and anarchies have brought the 
country to unparalleled economic decline, making it now the second-
poorest nation in the western hemisphere. Over 75% of the people live 
on less than $2 per day.

The natural environment alone can be formidable. Pressed between the 
Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean, Nicaragua is vulnerable to hurricanes 
and tropical storms. The eastern coastline, known as The Mosquito 
Coast, receives the heaviest rainfall in all of Central America—from 100 
to 250 inches of precipitation every year. Nicaragua also lies along the 
Ring of Fire, the area encircling the Pacific, where most of the world’s 
earthquakes and volcanic activity occur. There are 19 active volcanoes 
in Nicaragua, a country that is slightly larger than New York State.

Then, there is the heat. As a young man, Roberto withstood 
temperatures of up to 105°F as he harvested sugarcane, hacking away 
with a machete each day. He labored in the fields for years before 
being promoted to sugarcane truck driver, and he later found work as 
a construction worker—a job that still required him to wield tools under 
the blazing tropical sun.
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IN THE LAND OF LAKES AND VOLCANOES

WONDER AND COMPASSION
Don Willcox served the world 
around him, seeing beauty 
everywhere—and in everyone. For a glimpse 

of wheelchair  

distribution along 

the coast of  

Nicaragua: 

http://bit.ly/FWM_Nicaragua



Blessings, 

Don Schoendorfer

Founder and President 
Free Wheelchair Mission

importing, assembling, storing, and distributing 
them through a network spanning the country. 

As of this writing, more than 50,000 people in 
Nicaragua have a mobility disability and need 
a wheelchair. This number is expected to rise in 
coming years due to the prevalence of high blood 
pressure, arthritis, and diabetes, as was the case 
with Roberto.

Zorayda applied for a wheelchair for her father 
and was elated when it was approved. A team 
from MMI soon fitted Roberto with a new GEN_3 
wheelchair—a much-needed gift that renewed 
the fighting spirit that has carried him through so 
much hardship.

Today, Roberto has a new career in electronics 
repair and refurbishment. Although he still 
contends with the occasional taunts, his 
increased mobility affords him the freedom to 
venture beyond his neighborhood and into town, 
where he can offer his repair services. 

The scars on his face remain, yet Roberto radiates 
a sense of peace and joy. Thanks to the efforts 
of friends like you—and partners like Metanoia 
Missions International—Roberto has a new 

outlook on life, no longer marked by loneliness 
and despair, but by optimism and hope.

It is this inward transformation that can, in turn, 
transform communities and nations.

Now more than ever, Nicaragua is in desperate 
need of transformation. Since April 2018, 
hundreds of people have been killed in political 
unrest and thousands more have been injured. 
As the situation develops and the need for 
health care resources continues to rise, we stand 
committed to our partnership with Metanoia 
Missions International, transforming lives one 
person at a time.

For most of his life, Roberto had been healthy, 
vigorous, and fit, but when he was 51 years old, 
he was diagnosed with diabetes.

This was just the start of his troubles.

Diabetes took its toll on Roberto’s body. Although 
he tried to continue working, the disease caused 
debilitating nerve pain and the amputation of 
three of his toes, forcing him to stop. Unable 
to provide for his family any longer, Roberto 
watched helplessly as his wife and children left 
him. 

Roberto later remarried and had a daughter 
named Zorayda. The joy of having a new family 
was cut short when Roberto was diagnosed with 
skin cancer—his years toiling under the sun had 
caught up with him. The cancer had progressed 
beyond the point where conventional treatment 
would be effective, so doctors resorted to major 
surgery that left Roberto disfigured.

Adding insult to injury, Roberto contracted an 
infection while recovering in the hospital, resulting 
in the amputation of his left leg. 

His in-laws, concerned for their daughter’s future, 
advised her to leave Roberto, whom they now 
saw as a burden to her. Grief-stricken and under 
pressure from her parents, Roberto’s second wife 
left him, too.

Roberto was eventually discharged from the 
hospital and returned home only to face scorn 
and ridicule from his neighbors. They would tell 
him his afflictions were a punishment from God 
and scare their children by threatening to leave 
them with “the faceless monster.” 

Roberto lives alone, cooking, bathing, and 
sleeping in a cramped shack made of sheet 
metal. His daughter Zorayda, now a teenager, 
lives nearby and is the only one who comes to 
visit him. 

Zorayda heard about Metanoia Missions 
International (MMI), a distribution partner of Free 
Wheelchair Mission in Nicaragua, and reached 
out, desperate for any measure of help for her 
ailing father.

Transforming Lives to Transform a Nation
Metanoia Missions International was founded 
in 2001 by pastor Eric Ferguson, a native of 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and his wife, Shanna, 
a fifth-generation minister and third-generation 
missionary who was born in Nicaragua. 

Metanoia is the Greek word for “repentance,” 
or “a change of mode of thought and 
feeling.” Metanoia leads to a powerful inward 
transformation that can change the course of 
one’s life. MMI believes that transformed lives are 
the key to transforming communities and nations.

Since 2002, MMI has been serving Nicaragua 
by establishing churches, schools, orphanages, 
micro-businesses, and humanitarian aid. Every 
month, MMI holds free dental and medical clinics 
in partnership with local churches throughout 
the country. The needs are staggering: with a 
population of 6.4 million, Nicaragua has just 431 
ambulances and 72 hospitals nationwide. For 
every 10,000 Nicaraguans, there are only 12 
hospital beds, 10 doctors, and 8 nurses.

Metanoia Missions International began its 
partnership with Free Wheelchair Mission in 2005 
and has received 10,727 wheelchairs to date—

RESILIENCE AND HOPE

Roberto’s smile defies all he has endured.

SERVING THE REMOTE “MOSQUITO COAST”

It takes a 10-hour drive on dirt roads, followed by multiple boat rides, to get wheelchairs to the 
east coast, where disability rates are higher due to fishery-related accidents.


